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       Distribution via Telegram chats

Mailing with advertisment of your project to more than 3,000 chats of successful ICO projects of Telegram. In each chat, on average, there are 
2-10k people who are interested in the topic of crypto currency and are potential ICO investors. 
Thus, the daily coverage of the target audience that will be able to see your advertising offer is more than 3 million people.

        Telegram private messages

Sending private messages to potential crypto investors (10 000 in 3 days). Conversion from this type of mailing is an                            
excellent way to attract investment, as each recipient is a potential investor. 

    

        Popularity increase in Telegram

We can: 
- invite potential crypto investors from our database to your group. (1 ETH per 1000 members) 
- invite users from your database (1 ETH per 1000 members) 
- invite to your chat people who are in any other chat (1 ETH pe1000 members) 

Duration Price

1,5 ETH1 week

Duration Price

1 ETH2 day

Duration Price

1,5 ETH3 days
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       Popularity increase in YouTube

To date, YouTube is the most popular video service in the world. In 2017 there were registered 1.5 billion active users. This means that with 
the right approach your ad video can be watched by people from any corner of the planet. Our experts will help you get the maximum 
number of targeted views of your video to increase the number of subscribers on the channel and likes under your videos.

        Professional video clip development

With the help of a video clip, even the most complex concept of the project can be displayed so that any user, even from this sphere could 
understand it, imbue your idea and take part in raising funds for its creation. 
Our team of specialists in computer graphics and animation will realize any of your ideas.

    

        Video review

We will record an independent high-quality video review of your project, in which we will tell you about the ideas, issues and main 
advantages of your project + mentioning that we have invested ourselves. 
For the ready video we will direct a huge stream of the target audience interested in the topic of crypto currency, ICO, earnings in 
the Internet and modern technologies.

Duration Price

3+ ETH1 month

Duration Price

2 ETH1 week

Duration Price

2,5+ ETH2 week
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       Traffic Attraction

Solution providing customers for your ICO with the help of banner and contextual 
advertising in our advertising network, which includes 100+ most popular sites 
with cryptic topics. 
This will help increase Alexa Rank, attract investors to your ICO and gather your 
own audience around your idea.

        Creation marketing company on Google AdWords

We can attract a lot of real visitors to your site or create a reliable marketing 
company on Google AdWords. 
This will help increase Alexa Rank, attract investors to your ICO and gather your 
own audience around your idea.

Duration Price

From 6 ETH1 week

Duration Price

From 5 ETH1 month
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       Press release

Your press release will be published on more than 25 cryptographic and 
financial sites, such as TheBitcoinNews, Newsbtc, Forbes and so on. 

1. You select the sites on which you want to see your press release; 
2. We will create articles and place them on the sites you have chosen. We 
will use the white paper information of your project as well as take into 
consideration your wishes; 
3. Depending on the selected sites your press release will be published in 
1-4 weeks; 

Duration Price

From 3 ETH1 month

GROUP A
(7 ETH per mention)

GROUP B
(5 ETH per mention)

GROUP C
(3 ETH per mention)

Resource:

Forbes

Entrepreneur 

Inc 

Coinschedule 

Business 

InsiderFinancial 

Adweek

SeekingAlpha 

CIO 

 

2-3 weeks 

3-4 weeks

3-4 weeks

3-4 weeks

2-3 weeks

1-2 weeks

2 months

2-3 weeks

2-3 weeks

Est Time: Resource:

Tech.co 

Business2Community 

BizCommunity 

Newsbtc  

Financemagnates

e27

Howtotoken 

 

2 weeks 

2 weeks

2 weeks

7-10 days

7-10 days

7-10 days

7-10 days

Est Time: Resource:

Wn.com

Tgdaily.com 

Dzone.com

Tweakyourbiz.com 

Coinpost.news  

BTCmanger 

Livebitcoinnews 

TheBitcoinNews

Friendlycrypto

PulseICO 

 

7-10 days 

7-10 days

2-3 weeks

7-10 days

2 days

7-10 days

7-10 days

7-10 days

2 days

2 days

Est Time:
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       Attraction of investment funds

We collected more than 200 addresses of investment funds, that invest money in a promising ICO. If one of the funds gets 
interested in you, you will no longer have  to deal with advertising in general. They invest a lot of money in your ICO project. 
We create an investment offer and send it to the funds

Duration Price

2,5 ETH1-3 days
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       Address databases of potential crypto investors

- Email addresses database of popular crypto forums users (600 000) - 1.5 ETH 
- Email addresses database of users interested in earning money on the Internet and crypto topic (13 million) - 4 ETH 
- Database of users names of crypto letters in telegrams (150 000) - 10 ETH 
- Database of investment funds (more than 200), that invest money in a promising ICO - 2 ETH

Duration Price

2,5+ ETH1 days

       Emailing

Email mailing with advertisement of your project about 600 000 emails of popular crypto forums. 
We can send out 60 000 letters per day: 

- up to 600 000 letters with advertisement of your ICO project to people registered on popular crypto forums; 
- up to 13 million letters advertising your ICO project to people interested in earning money in Internet and interested 
in the topic of crypto currency; 
- unlimited number of emails in your email database.

Duration Price

0.2 ETH1 day
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       Social networks boosting

Telegram boosting 
- increase the number of members in your group and create an appearance of 
active discussion in chats - new users will leave their comments 
     - 0,2 ETH per 100 members 
     - 0,75 ETH per 500 members 
     - 1,5 ETH per 1000 members 

- increase the number of members in your group / channel 
     - 0,1 ETH per 100 members; 
     - 0,4 ETH per 500 members 
     - 0.75 ETH per 1000 members 

- increase the number of last 10 posts viewed (only for channels) 
     - 0,12 ETH per 100 members 
     - 0,5 ETH per 500 members 
     - 0,9 ETH per 1000 members 

 

Twitter boosting 

     +1000 Twitter followers - 0,15 ETH 
     +500 Twitter retweets - 0,15 ETH 
     +500 Twitter likes - 0,15 ETH 

YouTube boosting 

     +1000 real worldwide subscribers - 0,5 ETH 
     +1000 real USA subscribers - 0,75 ETH 
     +1000 real country targeted YouTube views - 0,15 ETH 

Instagram boosting 

     + 1000 geo-targeted Instagram followres - 0,5 ETH 
     + 3000 real Instagram likes (2 likes/minute) - 0,2 ETH

Duration Price

From 0,1 ETH2-3 days
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       Administering Bitcointalk

Creation of Ann and Bounty threads on the Bitcointalk forum as well as their administration.

Duration Price

1,5 ETH1 month

       Bitcointalk Engagement

The mechanism of the forum works so that the page gets to the top after each message left 
in the comments under your page and is held there until the other pages according to the 
same principle will not push your page out of the top. 
We have a team of posters possessing more than 30 accounts of different ranks, which is 
able to leave 100 comments regularly throughout the day in your branch, thereby enabling 
the greatest number of users to pay attention and learn about your project. (The number of 
accounts involved and sent messages can be changed at the request of the customer).

Duration Price

1,25 ETH1 week
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Duration 

7 days
Price

3 ETH (-15%)

     Distribution via Telegram chats

Mailing with advertisment of your project to more than 3,000 chats of successful 
ICO projects of Telegram. In each chat, on average, there are 2-10k people who are 
interested in the topic of crypto currency and are potential ICO investors. 

Thus, the daily coverage of the target audience that will be able to see your 
advertising offer is more than 3 million people.

     Bitcointalk Engagement
 
The mechanism of the forum works so that the page gets to the top after each 
message left in the comments under your page and is held there until the other 
pages according to the same principle will not push your page out of the top. 

We have a team of posters possessing more than 30 accounts of different ranks, 
which is able to leave 60 comments regularly throughout the day in your branch, 
thereby enabling the greatest number of users to pay attention and learn about 
your project. (The number of accounts involved and sent messages can be 
changed at the request of the customer).

     +500 Telegram members

Increase the number of unreal members (bots) in your group / channel. 
(Can be replace on real potencial crypto investors (+0,2 ETH) - only for groups)
PAY ATTENTION to the fact that invited investors are real people, so some of 
them can leave your group for various reasons while the bots will remain in your 
group forever.

     +1000 Twitter followers 

+1000 Real Geo-targeted followers in your Twitter group / account. 
 Also likes and retweets by request
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Duration 

10 days
Price

5 ETH (-20%)

       Distribution via Telegram chats

Mailing with advertisment of your project to more than 3,000 chats of successful 
ICO projects of Telegram. In each chat, on average, there are 2-10k people who are 
interested in the topic of crypto currency and are potential ICO investors. 

Thus, the daily coverage of the target audience that will be able to see your 
advertising offer is more than 3 million people.

       10 000 Telegram private messages

Sending private messages to people who investing money in ICO 
projects (150,000). Conversion from this type of mailing is an excellent 
way to attract investment, as each recipient is a potential investor. 

       Bitcointalk Engagement

The mechanism of the forum works so that the page gets to the top after each 
message left in the comments under your page and is held there until the other 
pages according to the same principle will not push your page out of the top. 

We have a team of posters possessing more than 30 accounts of different ranks, 
which is able to leave 60 comments regularly throughout the day in your branch, 
thereby enabling the greatest number of users to pay attention and learn about your 
project. (The number of accounts involved and sent messages can be changed at 
the request of the customer).

       +1000 potential investors in Telegram group

Increase the number of real potencial crypto investors - only for groups
( Can be replace on unreal members(bots) in your group / channel )
PAY ATTENTION to the fact that invited investors are real people, so some
of them can leave your group for various reasons while the bots
will remain in your group forever.

       Boosting one social network (optional)

- Telegram, Twitter, YouTube or Instagram boosting:
(+1 000 Real Geo-targeted members, followers,
subcribers or + 5 000 views in YouTube case).
Also likes and retweets by request  
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Duration 

12 days
Price

9 ETH (-25%)

       Distribution via Telegram chats

Mailing with advertisment of your project to more than 3,000 chats of successful 
ICO projects of Telegram. In each chat, on average, there are 2-10k people who are 
interested in the topic of crypto currency and are potential ICO investors. 

Thus, the daily coverage of the target audience that will be able to see your 
advertising offer is more than 3 million people.

       25k Telegram private messages

Sending private messages to people who investing money in ICO 
projects (150,000). Conversion from this type of mailing is an excellent 
way to attract investment, as each recipient is a potential investor. 

       A mailing list (10 days)

Email mailing with advertisement of your project about 600 000 emails of popular crypto 
forums. 
We send out 60 000 letters per day: 
- up to 600 000 letters with advertisement of your ICO project to people registered on popular 
crypto forums; 
- up to 13 million letters advertising your ICO project to people interested in earning money in 
Internet and interested in the topic of crypto currency; 
- unlimited number of emails in your email database.

       Attraction of investment funds

We collected more than 200 addresses of investment funds, that invest money in a 
promising ICO. If one of the funds gets interested in you, you will no longer have  to deal 
with advertising in general. They invest a lot of money in your ICO project. We create an 
investment offer and send it to the funds.

       +3000 potential investors in Telegram group

Increase the number of real potencial crypto investors - only for groups
( Can be replace on unreal members(bots) in your group / channel )
PAY ATTENTION to the fact that invited investors are real people, so some
of them can leave your group for various reasons while the bots
will remain in your group forever.
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Duration 

2 days
Price

2 ETH (-20%)

       Telegram boosting

+1000 real potencial crypto investors (only for 
groups) or unreal members (bots).

       Twitter boosting

+1000 Twitter real geo-targeted followers.
Also likes and retweets by request.

       YouTube boosting

+1000 real subscribers or  +5000 real views.
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Duration 

1 days
Price

0,15 ETH (-90%)

       Distribution via 100 Telegram chats

       100 private messages in Telegram

       Bitcointalk Engagement (1 day)

       +100 members in Telegram group
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